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I_AM Self-Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. Lindsay Hornsby (illustrator). 128 pages.
Dimensions: 7.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.3in.Do you know a girl who loves STEM She will love Celia Science and
Anna Art! Celia (11) and Anna (7) are inquisitive sisters who solve mysteries with science, art,
technology, engineering and math. These girls rock! They use their brains, (and STEM) to figure out
daring solutions to crazy problems. When a mid-winter blizzard forces their school to shut down,
they rebuild and amp up the family computer. Their favorite game becomes a supercharged
adventure unleashing a chain of events involving the FBI, hidden computer code, a brilliant villain,
and three dolphins with a score to settle. Can the girls learn to program JavaScriptfrom scratch
Can the sisters crack the computer code and prevent the cyber-hack of the decade This book is for
any girl who loves STEM and would rather play with bugs or robots than fancy dolls. These girls
carry on Carolyn Keene and Nancy Drews tradition of not taking NO for an answer! The first in the
CELIA SCIENCE AND ANNA ART series, THE COMPUTER CODE MYSTERY is a fast-paced, science and
technology based mystery that explores the limits of a...
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ReviewsReviews

Great eBook and useful one. it was actually writtern really completely and useful. You are going to like the way the article writer publish this publication.
-- Pr of . Er nestine Em a r d-- Pr of . Er nestine Em a r d

Great eBook and beneficial one. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge You wont really feel monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what
catalogs are for relating to if you check with me).
-- Ma iya  K oz ey-- Ma iya  K oz ey
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